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Customisation of Unified Modeling Language for logical 
database modeling

Abstract

The notion of stereotype was introduced in Unified Modelling Language as a mean enabling extension
and customisation of the language. But stereotypes can also be included into an UML based software
development process to improve its quality. The paper recalls a description of what is a stereotype in
UML and how it is defined, what role it is intended play and how it can be specified i.e. introduced into
use. Based on this a classification of the uses of the notion is presented followed by practical sugges-
tions how concrete stereotypes can be introduced into development process – starting from informal
description, through formal specification and ending with customisation of a tool for the usage of the
stereotype. An integration of the solution with the existing, complementary profile dedicated for the tool
used is also presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Unified Modelling Language [4,16] is an object-oriented language developed as a result of unifying
activity performed in the second half of the last decade. It is a language for specification, visualization,
construction and documentation of artefacts of object oriented systems. Among the main goals of the
language designers was the requirement to include in the language mechanisms allowing for its future
extensibility. One of such feature is called stereotype. Taking real advantage and effective usage of ster-
eotypes depends in a big part on the UML tools that enable to define and later apply them in building
UML models.

There is a need to grasp the “good practices” in object-oriented software development and reuse them
to improve quality of the built software [3]. And these practices can be encoded by means of stereo-
types as well as design patterns [9]. A proper definition of a profile and its introduction can accelerate
the software development process and improve quality of models. On the other hand, improper intro-
duction may cause unnecessary confusion among developers and results in inconsistent models. 

The paper recalls a description of what is it in UML and how it is defined, what role it is intended play
and how it can be specified i.e. introduced into use. Based on this a classification of the uses of the
notion is presented followed by practical suggestions how concrete stereotypes can be introduced into
development process – starting from informal description, through formal specification and ending with
customisation of a tool for the usage of the stereotype. It also presents the rationale behind use of stere-
otypes, how they are defined and how they can be integrated with existing extensions and standard ele-
ments.

The example profile which is presented in the report regards ER diagrams (ERD, [8]) and customisation
of UML towards logical database design. The approach is also integrated with the standard extension to
one of the UML modeling tool [19]. And as the numerous attempts have been made to customize the
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language for physical database modeling (for instance [1] or [6]), there is still a need for development
of the extension allowing for logical database modeling. The advantage of the proposed solution is also
integrated with one of the solutions for physical database design extensions.

The paper is structured as follows. At the beginning some motivation for introducing the notion of ster-
eotype and the way of using stereotypes in modelling are presented. This is done in paragraph 2 by
showing a modelling example which firstly is done using only core UML and later taking advantage of
the introduction of stereotypes. Then the concept of stereotype in UML is explained including its syn-
tax, semantics and usage. Possible different usages of stereotypes in the modelling process are pre-
sented and discussed in paragraph 4. The paragraph contains classification of the usages of stereotypes
along with justification and examples. Stereotypes can also be useful in formalizing a basic activity of
model transformation during the development process. Paragraph 5 attempts to address the issue. Prac-
tical introduction of the stereotypes into UML tool are presented in paragraph 6. The last paragraph
contains concluding remarks and suggestions on how the stereotypes presented in the report can be
integrated with the existing solution, which can be supplementary to it. The appendix presents the full
implementation of the presented solution.

2. THE IDEA OF USING STEREOTYPES IN MODELLING

2.1. UML – basic characteristics

The Unified Modeling Language is a general purpose visual modeling language that is used to specify,
visualize, construct and document the artifacts of the software system [4]. There were a number of
goals behind the introduction of the UML, one of the foremost was to make the language so general that
all modellers can use. UML provides the basis for a common, stable, and expressive object-oriented
development method [3]. Therefore there are no special constructs that are dedicated to any particular
domain of interest. Instead there is a core UML, above which the UML extensions should be based. The
extensions should be gathered in profiles, which are dedicated to particular application domains (being
it Real Time systems, Web development, etc.). Defined extension mechanisms are characterized in two
groups: first and second class. The first class extension mechanisms include such techniques as meta-
modeling, whereas the second class extension mechanisms are stereotypes, constraints and tagged val-
ues. Stereotypes provide a mean of extending the semantic of the existing elements. They provide a
possibility to create new “virtual” model elements with new semantics and the same structure [4]. 

The UML is defined in three main parts. The first is the syntax of UML model elements, which is spec-
ified by mean of a set of UML diagrams - the UML meta-model. The second is the set of well-formed-
ness rules for each of the constructs specified in the meta-model. This part is expressed in both formal
and informal way, by constraints in natural language and in Object Constraint Language (OCL, [14]).
The last part of the specification is the semantics of each element from the meta-model. It is expressed
in natural language - English, and is not formalized. There are additional parts of the UML specifica-
tion, which are not relevant for this report, therefore they are not discussed.

There are two possible mechanisms of extending the UML language, which are discussed in detail in
[7]. The lightweight extension mechanism, which is the notion of stereotype and profile (as a set of ster-
eotypes serving the same purpose) and the heavyweight extension mechanism, which is based on alter-
ing the UML meta-model itself based on rules of Metadata Object Facility (MOF, [17]).

2.2. An example of using stereotypes in modelling with UML 

As an introduction to further discussion on the role and the benefits of using stereotypes in the software
development process lets consider the following example. Suppose we have to model in UML a system
which part is database containing information about students, courses and enrolment of the students to
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the courses. Each student has to be enrolled to at least one course and each course has an arbitrary
number of participants. Student has a name and personal number, course has title, subject and code. The
logical database structure for this fragment of the system can be modelled by the diagram shown on
fig.1 

The model have two disadvantages: from the diagram it is not obvious that Student and Subject repre-
sent database entities – they are regular UML classes so can have operations and are persistent and if
this part of the system has to be implemented by someone working with database and used to other for-
malism for database modelling – say ERD – some effort to get accustomed with UML will be neces-
sary. If we would like to say that elements Student and Course are pure database elements (contain only
data) we should add some annotations to each of them - one of the possibilities is shown on fig. 2.

Also in case of bigger number of database classes this may lead to overloading the model with com-
ments.

But there is a better (elegant) solution which not only allows to bypass the above discrepancies but has
also other advantages. We can introduce stereotypes. The idea behind a stereotype in UML is that it
extends or specializes semantics of an existing modelling element without changing the structure of the
model. Stereotype has a name and can also have a graphical representation. In the above example a ster-
eotype named ERD_Entity applicable to a class can be introduced with the semantics saying that the

Figure 1: Fragment of a student database (logical view in UML)

Figure 2: Constraints on classes representing database entities

  Student
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PersNo 
Age 
Address 

 Course
Title 
Subject 
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0..* 1..*
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have any 

operations

This class cannot 
have any 

operations

Data have to be stored 
in a database 

Data have to be stored 
in a database
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stereotyped element is a pure logical database entity which means that it has no operations and will be
stored in a persistent storage. Now the considered part of the model may be express as 

If a graphical representation for the ERD_Entity stereotype is introduced the diagram will look even
more familiar to someone used to ERD notation.

Usage of a stereotype has the following advantages:

• in the whole (may be relatively big and complicated) class diagram it is visible from a glance
which classes represent database entities,

• specific properties of database entities are expressed once in the stereotype definition and are
not directly present in the diagram,

• standard and extended elements cannot be mixed (except for dependency relationships),

In fact if someone would really wanted to introduce ERD notation and to be able to have diagrams like
this on the fig. 5. 

a number of associated stereotypes should be introduced. Details are shown in paragraph 4.

3. NOTION OF STEREOTYPE IN UML

Stereotype is defined in [16] as a mean of branding or classifying model elements so that they behave as
if they were instances of new, virtual meta-model constructs. 

Figure 3: Stereotyped classes representing database entities

Figure 4: Stereotyped classes with dedicated graphical representation

Figure 5: Stereotyped association as ERD relationship
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3.1. Usage

As an introductory example let’s take a data unit present in multimedia systems [12]. Each such unit
contains data represented in a binary form, interpretation of the data defined by the operation play,
access to the data – operations read and write, and certain characteristics such as the size of binary data.
So if Audio is to be an abstraction for are multimedia objects representing audio types, then Audio
should to be modelled as

Where attributes and methods characteristic for all multimedia objects are expressed directly in the
class. Alternative solution is to encapsulate the properties in an abstract class and later made all classes
representing particular multimedia to inherit from it. This solution is presented on fig. 7.

UML offers third possibility – to encapsulate some properties in a stereotype and prefix modelling ele-
ment with that the stereotype identifier. All properties, which constitute logical data unit, can be encap-
sulated as a <<LDU>> stereotype (Logical Data Unit) and directly expressed in UML – this is shown
on fig. 8.

Figure 6: Audio as multimedia class modelled explicitly

Figure 7: Audio as multimedia class modeled with use of inheritance

Figure 8: Audio as multimedia class modeled with use of <<LDU>> stereotype

 
 

Audio 

data: Bytes 
size: Integer
read (): Bool 
write(): Bool 
play (Time) 

 
LDU

data: Bytes 
size: Integer
read (): Bool 
write(): Bool 
play (Time) 

Audio

<<LDU>> 
Audio 
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What is interesting in this way we can introduce new semantics to the stereotyped element. This is
achieved through constraints that are associated with the stereotype and allow for definitions a sort of a
new, virtual, type of modelling element. 
In practice LDU may contain representation of structured data and also we may want to look at it at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction and at different levels of granularity (for instance screen is composed of
lines, which are composed of characters – each having their data and their interpretations. These char-
acteristics can be modelled by a self-aggregation. So LDU is represented by a UML class.

3.2. Definition

UML syntax for defining stereotype is defined by the following meta-model extracted from [16].

Figure 9: UML definition of LDU stereotype

Figure 10: UML meta-model of extension mechanisms

 

granularity 

 LDU 

Data:Bytes 
Size:Integer 

read():Boolean 
write():Boolean 
play(duration:Rtime) 

+composite 

+component 
* 

GeneralizableElement
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(from Core)

Constraint
(from Core)

TaggedValue
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Stereotype
icon:Geometry
baseClass:Name[*]

+referenceValue

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*

TagDefinition
tagName:Name
multiplicity:Multiplicity

* 1

1

0..1

0..1

{ordered}

{xor}

+constrainedElement

+constraint

+type

+typedValue*

+referenceTag

+extendedElement

+stereotype

+taggedValue
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Stereotype aggregates tag definitions, constraints and tagged values. Semantics of a stereotype is
defined through the semantics of its components. The language for expressing constraints is not a part
of UML standard and may be domain specific. So in general these result in a flexibility in defining
semantics of the stereotypes. However UML standardisation documents (for instance [14],[16]) recom-
mends to use Object Constraint Language (OCL, [14]) for the purpose of expressing constraints. This
approach is followed in the paper when formal specification of stereotypes is addressed. A set of stere-
otypes dedicated for a certain purpose may be closed under the notion of profile, which is a set of pre-
cisely defined stereotypes, tagged values and constraints and is dedicated to be a kind of “library” of
new modeling elements.

The UML meta-model allows stereotypes to aggregate the following meta-elements:

• Icon, which is a graphical representation of the stereotype

• Base class, which is a set of meta-classes from the UML meta-model to instances of which the
stereotype applies,

• Defined Tag, which is a set of tag definitions associated with the stereotype, 

• Stereotype Constraints, which is a set of constraints that are associated with the stereotype,

• Extended element, which is a set of instances of meta-class “baseClass” to which the stereotype
is applied.

There are two levels of meta-modeling architecture [17] involved in the definition of the stereotype.
The first is the UML meta-model level, which incorporates in the definition entities like TagDefinition,
Constraint and ModelElement. The second is the UML model level, which incorporates such entities
like concrete model elements (for instance class “Audio”), which the stereotype extends and a set of
tagged values attached to the model element, which conform to the tag definitions from the stereotype
definition. The icon that is associated with the stereotype designates a graphical symbol – an adorn-
ment, which can be added to (or replace) the graphical symbol of the extended element. The technical
details of how the icons are included and how the UML tools manage them are not within the scope of
the report and therefore are skipped in further discussion. 

The base class is a set of meta-classes to which instances the stereotype can be applied. The meta-
classes are entities from the meta-model level representing a set of model elements that can be used in
UML models (for instance Class, Attribute, Operation, Association, AssociationEnd, etc.). The defini-
tion of the base class is crucial in definition of the attribute, because based on it the constraints can be
written and the context of the constraint is known.

The defined tag is a set of definitions of tags associated with the stereotype. The definitions create vir-
tual meta-attributes of the virtual new elements. These definitions can also be seen as a “one-way meta-
references” [16], thus it is important to specify them together with constraints that “guard” the well-
formedness of the extension and that prevent from breaking the consistency between the meta-model
and the extension. What is more, a tag definition allows for a type checking of the tagged value. Tagged
values are no longer strings that are interpreted on tool basis, but are meta-attributes. 

One of the most powerful mechanisms of stereotypes is a possibility to define constraints. An associa-
tion between the stereotype and the constraint (fig. 10) allows to define multiple constraints for a single
stereotypes. Constraints for stereotypes are the same as is with the well-formedness rules in the meta-
model. There is also an association between the constraint and the model element. Nevertheless, the
constraints that can be applied to model elements, and the constraints associated with stereotypes are
written in different contexts (meta-model level for stereotype constraints and model level for model ele-
ment constraints) and serve different purposes. Constraints associated with the stereotype constitute a
set of well-formedness rules for the stereotype, whereas constraints associated with model elements are
defining precise semantics of the instance of the model element - “user object”. Stereotype constraints
can use tagged values that are defined for the stereotype by tag definitions (definedTags on fig. 10),
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which means that they can guard the consistency rules of the virtually extended meta-model. Allowing
the constraints to be specified in the context of meta-model enables to guard the consistency of the new
extensions and possibly to prevent the consistency rules of the meta-model.

3.3. Graphical representation

Stereotypes can be used on all UML diagrams, as all UML model elements may be extended by stereo-
types. Application of a stereotype to a model element is an activity of attaching it to the model element.
Visually the stereotype can be represented in three ways:

• Guillements,

• Additional icons in the default graphical representation of the base element,

• Icons replacing the default graphical representation of the base element.

Guillements (<<>>) are the basic graphical representation. They are used when there is no need to com-
plicate the existing diagrams with new graphical elements, or when UML tools used for modeling does
not support introduction of new graphical symbols. The icons in both forms are used in tools which
support the inclusion of graphical elements and help to distinguish standard elements as it was shown in
section 2.2. From the UML perspective, the adornments used are not important, the language by itself
does not distinguish nor promote any of the adornments.

Using stereotypes from the language perspective is based on application of these stereotypes to model
elements and guarding satisfaction of constraints associated with the stereotypes. 

3.4. Requirements from UML tools

Based on the previous section on the usage of stereotypes and the discussion of part of the UML meta-
model, some requirements from tools can be drawn. UML tools should fulfil these requirements to be
compatible with the definition of stereotype in the UML specification. Based on these requirements
tools may be evaluated:

1. support for specification of a base class in stereotype definition and preventing from applying the
stereotype to other classes (apart from the subclasses of the base class),

2. support for applying more than one stereotype to a single model element,
3. support for definition of constraints written in context of meta-model, checking whether they are

satisfied and associating the constraints with a certain stereotype,
4. preventing the same constraint from being applied at the same time to the model element and

being associated with a stereotype,
5. support for definition of tagged values and using all meta-classes as types of the tagged value,
6. support for checking whether the tagged value is of a required type,
7. support for multiplicities greater than single for the tagged values,
8. support for checking whether the consistency rules of extension mechanisms (defined in [16])

are satisfied,
9. support for introduction of profiles as a set of stereotype definitions,
10.openness for the constraint specification language,
11.optionally allowing to introduce graphical symbols to distinguish stereotyped elements,
12.optionally support of UML profiles as a mean on grouping the definition of stereotypes.

The requirements come directly from the analysis of the UML meta-model. The openness for the con-
straint language can be both seen as an advantage and disadvantage. The ideal situation would be to use
OCL as a standard for constraint specification, but due to the openness of the UML specification in this
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matter, the tools are not limited to OCL only. However, support for the OCL as a standard would be a
desired feature. What is more, the possibility of checking the well-formedness rules by means of stere-
otype constraints is a crucial requirement, without which extension is seen only as a graphical represen-
tation and does not enable automatic testing for constraint satisfaction. Optional last requirements - the
graphical representation and profiles - are derived from the fact, that the graphics is not relevant and
introduced no new information from the UML point of view and the profiles are used (by now) to group
the stereotypes and are not introduced into UML meta-model.

The presented set of requirements from UML tools is crucial to enable proper and effective specifica-
tion of stereotypes and to take a full advantage of them in the course of software development.

4. A CLASSIFICATION OF POSSIBLE WAYS OF STEREOTYPES USAGE

There can be several ways in which stereotypes are used in development process as well as purposes for
using them are introduced. Taking this into consideration three basic categories of usage of stereotypes
were identified: model simplification stereotype, code generation stereotype and virtual meta-model
extension stereotype.

4.1. Model simplification stereotypes

The language for defining semantics of the stereotype is not restricted, so UML itself can be used to
precisely define it. Based on this assumption, stereotypes can be used as a proxy element for a structure
of model elements. The stereotype is intended for human readers and should usually be depicted as an
icon or a guillement. A practical usage of this simplification should be considered in a context of a pair
of model transformations - unfolding and folding transformations of the stereotype. The unfolding is a
transformation of model, which results in a model which contains all elements that formed the defini-
tion of the stereotype. Folding is the reverse transformation. Two example of model simplifying stereo-
types come from [12]. These are stereotypes <<LDU>> and <<STREAM>>, which are defined in
UML as follows:

The notion of transformations is discussed later in the paper in paragraph 5.

Specification of stereotype using a part of UML model to define it can also require to nest the stereo-
types as it is presented on right side of fig. 11. Such definition relies on the definition of other stereo-
types and checking the structure and constraints of the stereotype also relies on checking the structure
and constraints of the nested stereotype. 

Figure 11: Sample model simplification stereotypes

granularity

LDU

Data:Bytes *
Size:Integer

read():Boolean
write():Boolean
play(duration:Rtime)

+composite

+component
*

Stream

preload()

Data

<<SSPOINT>>
SSPoints

t-opt:Time

{ordered}

{ordered}

+ldu

1..n

+ssp

<<LDU>>
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4.2. Code generation

Stereotypes can be introduced and designed to be aid in code generation – transformation of the UML
models into a program in a specific language. In such case stereotype usually contains a set of tags that
specify language dependent features of a model element the stereotype is applied to. The tags are mean-
ingful only when considered in a context of a specific programming language. They are useful only dur-
ing the process of code generation from UML model to a specific programming language. As the meta-
model of UML used in certain UML tool may be extended to support tool specific features, the tagged
values can be interpreted in a tool dependent way. However, defining the tagged values in connection to
the meta-model used within the tool breaks the portability of the stereotype.

One example of code generation stereotypes is the <<accessor>> stereotype. It is applied to class
attributes and intended for use in code generators to automatically generate getter and setter methods
for a stereotyped attribute. Although code generators for popular UML tools (like the C++/Java code
generators for Rational Rose) already provide this functionality, it is still desirable to define the
<<accessor>> stereotype for unification of approaches. The stereotype has no tags, and no constraints.
Applying the stereotype to an attribute indicates the need to generate two access methods for this
attribute.

For instance, for the class depicted on fig. 12, the following C++ source code is generated:

class SampleClass {
private:

int attributeA;
public:

int getAttributeA() {return attibuteA;};
void setAttributeA(int a) {attributeA = a;};

};

To achieve a similar effect without using the <<accessor>> stereotype the class SampleClass should be
defined as follows:

The code generator will not add the definitions of setAttributeA and getAttributeA but only their decla-
rations. Therefore the effect is only similar, and not the same.

Figure 12: Accessor stereotype

Figure 13: Accessor methods defined explicitly

SampleClass 
<<accessor>> attributeA:int

SampleClass 
attributeA:int 

getAttributeA():int 
setAttributeA(int a) 
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Another example is the <<singleton>> stereotype applied to classes. It is intended to hide the imple-
mentation details of the Singleton design pattern [9]. The code generator automatically generates the
defined structure of class source code. The class following the singleton design pattern is defined on fig
14. If the <<singleton>> stereotype is defined, which has the same structure as a singleton design pat-
tern the same effect is achieved with the following UML construct.

If the class is stereotyped, then the code generator can add all necessary elements, as they are defined.
Moreover, it can add some additional definitions, like the bodies of methods. The code generated for a
stereotypes class from fig. 14 is presented below:

class SingletonClass {
protected:

SingletonClass ();
private:

SingletonClass *uniqueInstance;
public:

static SingletonClass *Instance () {
if (uniqueInstance == 0)

uniqueInstance = new Singleton;
return uniqueInstance;}

}

As in the previous example, a similar effect would be achieved if the SingletonClass was defined as on
fig. 15. And again the standard code generator cannot generate the body of methods.

Although the examples presented above showed no usage of tagged values and their definition, they can
be incorporated in code generation stereotypes. For an example of such a stereotype please refer to [12].

4.3. Virtual meta-model extension

Stereotypes are intended to behave like virtual meta-model constructs with semantics defined by tags
and constraints and their own graphical representation. And what is important they are defined in the
context of UML meta-model. Their usage is similar to the usage of standard modelling elements.
Examples of stereotypes of this kind are “ERD_” stereotypes presented in paragraph 2. If ERD_Entity

Figure 14: Singleton stereotype

Figure 15: UML definition of singleton stereotype

SingletonClass 
<<Singleton>> 

 
SingletonClass 

-static uniqueInstance
-singletonData 

+static Instance()
+SingletonOperation()
+GetSingletonData() 

return uniqueInstance 
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stereotyped class is used in the class diagram it behaves as an instance of a virtual meta class
ERD_Entity.

This type of stereotypes is similar to model simplifying stereotypes, but is different in their intent and
structure. The later are not intended to introduce a new virtual concept which can be used in the con-
structed model but rather just to simplify the model itself.

The definition of virtual extension stereotypes is in context of UML meta-model, whereas the model
simplifying stereotypes are defined in context of UML models. Though both of them define new
semantics, it is captured in a different way. The structures of virtual extension stereotypes consist only
of constraints and tag definitions, whereas model simplifying stereotypes consist of UML model ele-
ments. The example of virtual meta-model extension is the set of ERD stereotypes defined in this
report. The definition of ERD diagram specific stereotypes allow for usage of new elements that can be
added to models, and which act as instances of meta-classes ERD Entity, ERD Relationship, etc. 

5. MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS

5.1. Definition

During design process a number of artefacts are produced. Some of them represent models and what is
more they may and often do, model the same aspect of the system but on different stages of develop-
ment, different levels of abstraction and from different points of view. Model transformation T is a
process of changing a model M to the model M’. The transformations can be based on abstraction –
some information is introduced or hidden, refined and extended when new elements are introduced. But
the bases for transformation can also be a stereotype., in which case it is called Stereotype-based model
transformation.

Stereotype-based transformation (T) is a transformation that uses stereotype specification to perform
the transformation. 

5.2. Usage

5.2.1. Model simplifying stereotypes

For model simplification stereotypes there could be two kinds of transformations – forward - unfolding
a stereotype and backward –folding the stereotype. Given a model MS, which is a model that contains a
classifier stereotyped with S, the process of unfolding the stereotype S is the transformation TS →
which produces model MuS containing the classifier with added the semantics specified by stereotype S
and expressed by model elements and their properties. The process of folding the stereotype S is the
transformation TS ← which is a reverse transformation to TS→. Thus the process of reverse engineer-
ing of stereotype S is the process of finding all classifiers that can be considered as S stereotyped (that
is they match to the pattern defined by the stereotype or have the context defined for the stereotype) and
substituting the matching elements with the stereotype name attached to the proper element.
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Transformation TS → for model simplifying stereotypes is straightforward and requires adding ele-
ments specified by stereotype S to the stereotyped classifier and to validate the constraints if there are

any specified. In case of nested stereotypes the checks may include only the checks if the elements are
stereotyped, not checks whether the nested stereotyped elements have the proper structure or satisfy
“their” constraints. Therefore for the <<STREAM>> stereotype, the checks are only performed
whether the elements that are in association with it are stereotyped properly. On fig. 17 the check is

only done when the elements Data and SSPoints are stereotyped <<LDU>> and <<SSPOINT>>
respectively. 

Using such transformations is particularly important when it comes to the reengineering of models
based on stereotypes. The process of stereotype-based reengineering can be defined as a sequence of
transformations converting the model from the form containing unfolded stereotypes, to the model with
all stereotypes folded. This process enables not only to find out the model constructs that are defined by
stereotypes, but it also makes the model more readable.

5.2.2. Code generation stereotypes

Although the definition of a model transformation given earlier stated that it results in model M’, which
is also a UML model, we can extend this definition to support code generation. The problem of a proper
definition of the mapping from UML to for instance Java is identified and addressed in [23]. For the
case in this report, if the result of a stereotype-based model transformation for code generation stereo-

                   

Figure 16: Stereotype based transformations

Figure 17: Stereotype based transformations using nested stereotypes
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type is a source code in a programming language, then the code generation is also a model transforma-
tion. Therefore a following code generation from section 4.2. is also a transformation:

5.2.3. Virtual meta-model extension stereotypes

Transformations for virtual model extension stereotypes should result in either another model, which
adds new elements to the stereotyped elements, or in generating some code. An example of such a
transformation may be a mapping from one stereotype to another with assumption that the resulting
stereotype is a code generation stereotype. This is a case in profiles like Rose Data Modeler described
later, which supports SQL code generation from physical database model in UML. Details of such map-
ping can be found in [19].

6. DEVELOPING STEREOTYPES

6.1. Stereotype development process

The practical definition of stereotype is a multiple-stage process. It contains such activities as finding
the abstractions, describing them, formalising them and implementing in a UML tool. The fist stage of
development of stereotype (all the whole profile if that is the case) is finding appropriate abstraction
that need to be defined. After that, the abstraction should be described in an informal way using natural
language, which provides a better understanding of the purpose of the abstraction and provides a base
for further formalization of the abstraction. The basic characteristics of these abstractions should be
extracted and packaged as stereotypes. From this point the abstraction - stereotype can be used. Usually
the first description is informal and in consequence the usage of the stereotype may be only informal or
manual. Usually such stereotypes are used in the analysis phase of the development process, because
they help in understanding the domain of the problem, at the same time relying of informal descriptions
of the abstractions used. Formal precise specification of the stereotype will help in both unambiguous
usage in the later stages of software development and tool customisation. UML is open to the way ster-
eotype semantic is specified but the preferred way is to use constraints and Object Constraint Language
defined along with UML. The formal definition of the stereotype allows for verification of the seman-
tics of the stereotype and precise usage of the stereotype in the appropriate context. For instance all
extensions that must be defined must have a property of being closed, which means that standard and
stereotyped elements should not be mixed. The rationale behind it is that when the extended elements
are used, they define a “new” semantics of some elements. And these new elements should not be in
any relationship with the standard elements, because the standard elements are not intended to be used
in the new context. Therefore mixing of the standard and extended elements may allow for constructs
that were not intended by the developer of the extension and may actually break the consistency rules
(well-formedness) rules of the extension. What is more, such invalid constructs should be indicated by

class SingletonClass {
protected:

SingletonClass ();
private:

SingletonClass *uniqueInstance;
public:
static SingletonClass *Instance()
{
if (uniqueInstance == 0)
uniqueInstance = new Singleton;

return uniqueInstance;
}

}

Figure 18: Stereotype based transformations using nested stereotypes
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the tools as potential problems in the design. The set of constraints should be supplied that prevent mix-
ing the standard and extended elements. Fig. 19 depicts stereotype development process. It should be

iterative, as not all abstractions - stereotypes in the profile should be developed not all at single iteration
- if the profile contains more than just a couple of stereotypes, and what is more, some of the definitions
should be refined in several iterations.

When the extensions are intended to be used along with the standard elements, a mapping (transforma-
tion) should be provided, which define how the new elements should be mapped to the old ones. Or,
alternatively, if the profile is intended to assist code generation, the mapping (transformation) should
result in the code. 

Below, by defining each activity to define a proper stereotype, an example of customisation of UML for
logical database modelling is presented. Later in the report, an integration of this approach with Rose
Data Modeller will be presented. It will also be shown that the two approaches together form a power-
ful solution for database modelling in the course of software development process.

6.2. Find abstraction

Finding the right abstraction which will be useful in a development process is in a way a matter of art
and experience in a particular domain. And usually this is a set of related concepts rather than a single
abstraction. It is a crucial activity in the course of defining the stereotype, because the proper abstrac-
tions may be useful and speed up the software development process, while improper abstractions may
introduce unnecessary information and therefore slow down the development.

Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERD) [8] are used in logical database design to model conceptual
dependencies between elements from a problem domain. ERD is based on a number of basic concepts.
Entities (also called entity types) are groups of objects with the same properties, which are identified as
having an independent existence. The elements that are stored in the database are entity occurrences,
which are instances of entities. Each entity has a name and a set of properties that describe the entity.
ERD diagrams also contain relationships, which are meaningful associations among entities. Each rela-
tionship has two relationship ends, which are the connection points between the relationship and the
entity. The relation ends has optional attribute (which mean that entity occurrences at this end can be
optional) and multiplicity attribute (which indicates how many entity occurrences can take part in the
relationship). 

Figure 19: Stereotype development process
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The goal is to introduce ERD concepts and notation to UML in such a way that the standard syntax and
semantics of the UML are preserved and the design of the database part is done ERD using the notion
and notation. And this can be achieved using stereotype mechanism.

For the sake of the presentation we restrict ERD to the following notions:

• Entity, 

• Entity property, 

• Relationship and 

• RelationshipEnd

Because the example is simple enough, it is restricted to the single iteration of the process, so all of the
stereotypes are defined at a time, and no second iteration is required. 

6.3. Informal specification 

Entity stereotype, which is an extension of class, makes the class to act as ERD entity. However, classes
must be restricted:

a. an entity must not have any operations, as the entity does not have any behaviour,

b. an entity can have binary associations only with entities, 

c. an entity can be connected only by means of relationships,

d. an entity can only contain attributes that are entity properties.

e. a class stereotypes entity cannot be specialized,

f. an entity cannot be abstract,

g. an entity cannot be active,

h. an entity must be persistent,

Graphical representation for entity is as follows: It is based on the graphical representation for class but

does not have operations compartment and the rectangle is rounded. It is a standard entity graphical
symbol, as known by the database designers.

Each entity contains properties, which are defined here as an extension to class attributes. There are
also some restrictions on entity properties:

i. an entity property does not have type nor initial value and is publicly available,

j. an entity property can only be a part of an entity,

Figure 20: Graphical representation of an ERD entity

 Student 
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Property has no direct special graphical representation. They are graphically depicted as normal UML
attributes and are placed in the appropriate class compartment provided the above two constraints are
fulfilled.

ERD diagrams also contain relationships, which are specialisation of UML associations. The difference
between the association and relationship is that the latter have a degree of 2 (i.e. it is a binary associa-
tion) and the navigation can only be in one direction. To properly define the relationships, their ends
must be defined. Relationship and relationship ends are specified by specializing UML associations and
relationshipEnd with the following constraints:

k. relationships are binary associations,

l. relationships can only be attached to entities,

m. relationships can only have relationship ends,

n. relationship cannot have connections to association classes

o. relationship ends cannot be ordered,

p. relationship ends cannot be aggregates nor composites,

q. relationship ends have a scope of instance,

r. visibility of relationship ends must be public,

s. relationship end must be changeable,

t. relationship end cannot have any qualifiers,

u. the allowed multiplicities for relationship ends are:
0..n   or   1..n   or   0..1   or   1

Graphical representation for relationships are identical to the representations for associations, while the
relationship ends are represented by ,  and 

So the complete ERD diagram looks as presented on fig. 21

6.4. Formal definition 

Defining the model elements formally has some benefits. First of all, the formal definition is precise
and can be used automatically in UML tools. What is more, the precise definition of UML stereotypes
forms a profile, as defined in [15], [16]. The profile can then be included in all projects that involve cer-
tain domain, such as database in the case of the example in this report. All formal definitions that reflect
the description presented in this chapter are presented in section 6.4.2. Comparison of two diagrams
describing the same situation, one in “pure” UML and the second one in UML with stereotypes defined,
leads to the following conclusions. The second diagram is better, because model elements used there
have precise meaning both to developers with database background, and UML background. All parts of

Figure 21: Graphical representation of ERD relationship between entities
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the project now can be defined in one document – a UML model, which leads to consistency of the
project. The database design and system model are now in sync, as they together form integral whole.

6.4.1. Format

OMG UML Specification does not define any specific format for specification of stereotypes. It only
indicates how the stereotypes should be represented graphically. However this representation is just an
additional to the table format of specification of stereotypes (profiles). It is based on the format used in
OMG UML document [7] for specification of a set of profiles for UML. Profile groups a set of associ-
ated stereotype specifications. Profile specification consists of the following elements:
Profile: ProfileName – the name of the profile.

1. A set of Stereotype tables:

2. Tag table:

3. Constraint list: 
a list of constraints identifiers and OCL constraints specifications.

4. Icon table  

Based on these table a set of stereotypes is specified. Together, the tables provide a full definition of the
stereotype and supply compartments to define all necessary elements. What is more, they also provide

Stereotype BaseElement Parent Tags Constraints Description

Name of the 
stereotype

Model ele-
ment to which 
the stereotype 
is applied

A superclass 
of this stereo-
type (only for 
stereotypes 
that are spe-
cialisation of 
other stereo-
types

A set of tag 
names that are 
defined along 
with the stere-
otype

A set of con-
straint identi-
fies denoting 
the constraints 
that must be 
satisfied by 
instances of 
the BaseEle-
ment to which 
the stereotype 
is applied.

A short 
description of 
the stereotype 
in natural lan-
guage.

Tag Stereotype Type Multiplicity Description

Name of the tag Name of the ster-
eotype for which 
the tag is defined

Type of the 
tagged value.

Multiplicity of 
the tag. Desig-
nates how many 
actual tagged val-
ues shall be in 
use for each 
instance of the 
stereotype.

A short descrip-
tion of the tag in 
natural language

Stereotype Icon

Name of the stereotype Graphical representation of the stereotyped ele-
ment
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an easy way of grouping elements of the same brand, therefore making the stereotype specification
more readable. A graphical way of specification of stereotypes comes from [16] and is presented on fig.
22. The official documents of OMG suggest table notation as the preferred one.

6.4.2. Formal Specification of ERD-Stereotypes

1 Profile: ERD
2. Stereotype definition table

Figure 22: Graphical representation of stereotype definition

Stereotype Base class Parent Tags Constraints Description

ERD_Entity Class UNIQUE ERD_a,
ERD_b,
ERD_c,
ERD_d,
ERD_e,
ERD_f,
ERD_g,
ERD_h

Class with this stereotype 
attached has the same 
semantics as an entity in 
ERD

ERD_Entity
_property

Attribute isCom-
pound

ERD_i,
ERD_j

Attribute with this stereotype 
attached is an ERD entity 

ERD_ Rela-
tionship

Association ERD_k,
ERD_l,
ERD_m 

Attached to an association 
changes the association into 
a relationship. Used only 
with ERD RelationshipEnd 
stereotype.

ERD_ Rela-
tionshipEnd

Associatio-
nEnd

ERD_n,
ERD_o,
ERD_p,
ERD_r,
ERD_s,
ERD_t,
ERD_u

Attached to the Association 
End changes it to the rela-
tionship end. Used along 
with ERD Relationship ster-
eotype.

Tags
tag definition 1

...

<<stereotype>>
StereotypeName

Constraints
{constraint 1}

...
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3. Tag table

4. List of constraints

Tag Stereotype Type Multi-
plicity

Description

IsCompound ERD_Entity 
_property 

Boolean 1 States whether the property the stereo-
type is attached to is compound or not

ERD_a: Context ERD Entity

Inv: extendedElement.operations->Empty

ERD_b: Context ERD Entity

Inv: extendedElement->associations->forAll (a| a.connection-

>size=2 and a.allConnections->forAll(r| r.type.stereotype = “ERD

Entity”)

ERD_c: Context ERD Entity

Inv: extendedElement->associations->forAll (a|a.stereotype = “ERD

Relationship”)

ERD_d: Context ERD Entity

Inv: extendedElement->attributes->forAll (a| a.stereotype = “ERD

Entity Property”)

ERD_e: Context ERD Entity
Inv: extendedElement.generalization->Empty()

ERD _f: Context ERD Entity

Inv: extendedElement.isAbstract = false

ERD_g: Context ERD Entity

Inv: extendedElement.isActive = false

ERD_h: Context ERD Entity

Inv: extendedElement.persistent = true

ERD _i Context ERD Entity Property

Inv: extendedElement.initialValue <> “” and

extendedElement.Type <> “” and

extendedElement.visibility <> public)

ERD _j: Context ERD Entity property

Inv: extendedElement.Parent.stereotype = “ERD Entity”

ERD_k: Context ERD Relationship

Inv: extendedElement.allConnections->size = 2

ERD_l: Context ERD Relationship

inv: extendedElement.allConnections->forAll(ae|

ae.type.stereotype = “ERD Entity”)
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5. Icon table:

ERD_m: Context ERD Relationship

Inv: extendedElement.allConnections->forAll(ae|ae.stereotype =

“ERD RelationshipEnd”)

ERD_n: Context ERD Relationship

Inv: extendedElement.allConnections()->select(cls|

cls.type = cls.oclAsType(AssociationClass))->Empty()

ERD_o: Context ERD RelationshipEnd

Inv: extendedElement.ordering = unordered

ERD_p: Context ERD RelationshipEnd

Inv: extendedElement.aggregation = none

ERD_q: Context ERD RelationshipEnd

Inv: extendedElement.targetScope = instance

ERD_r: Context ERD RelationshipEnd

Inv: extendedElement.visibility = public

ERD_s: Context ERD RelationshipEnd

Inv: extendedElement.changeability = changeable

ERD_t: Context ERD RelationshipEnd

Inv: extendedElement.qualifier->Empty()

ERD_u: Context ERD RelationshipEnd

Inv: extendedElement.multiplicity->lowerBound <= 1 and

(extendedElement.multiplicity->upperBound = 1 or

extendedElement.multiplicity->upperBound = n)

Stereotype Icon

ERD_Entity

ERD_RelationshipEnd
 - when upper multiplicity bound is set to n

 - when lower multiplicity bound is set to 0 and upper multiplicity
               bound is set to n

       - when lower multiplicity range is set to 0
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6.5. Tool Customisation

6.5.1. Evaluation against requirements

Customisation of UML tools must also be taken into consideration when discussing the introduction of
defined stereotypes into both UML tools and software development process. To be able to effectively
use the required set of stereotypes in the UML tool, requirements presented in section 3.4. must be ful-
filled by the tools. As an example of a UML tool Rational Rose 2000i is extended to support the defined
stereotypes. Before the customisation itself, the evaluation of a tool against the requirements presented
earlier in this report is drawn. 

Rose enables to specify a base class for the stereotype, however, it cannot guarantee that the same ster-
eotype is not applied to instances of other classes. It poses a problem with the proper association of con-
straints to the stereotype, because the context of the constraint is now not enough to check whether the
context is the stereotype, a base class must also be checked if it is the same class as a class to which the
stereotype is applied. The tool also does not enable multiple stereotypes to be applied to a single model
element and it cannot be simulated in any other way. The constraints must be expressed in any language
that is supported by Rose, that is either RoseScript, which is built into a tool, or a language that supports
COM (Component Object Model, [5]) and its components can be plugged into Rose. The details of
such plug-ins are described further in the report. So, as there are no compilers for OCL that support
COM the constraint specified in this language must be translated to one of the supported languages.
Nevertheless such a translation poses some problems, as for now there are no automatic translators, and
it must be done manually. And because of the context checking attaching the same constraint to stereo-
type and some model element at the same time, would require additional effort (but it is possible - tool
cannot prevent it automatically). As the meta-model of UML incorporated in Rose is accessible, the
constraints can be written in context of meta-model and applied to its instances. Supported types of
tagged Values in Rose are: String, Integer, Boolean, Float, Char, Enumeration. It is not possible to use
them as “virtual” references to other meta-model elements. Therefore, their usage is rather humble and
in practice limited to the code generation and textual information for the model developers. Multiplici-
ties of tagged values are single, and cannot be changed.

The profiles in Rose can be introduced not explicitly, as the tool does not support them. Although Rose
Add-ins may be regarded as profiles, they serve different purposes and different needs. They can be
added containing a set of stereotypes, which definition is gathered in place. There is no possibility to
assign a stereotype to a profile, nor to define the profile as such.

On the other hand Rose provides an extensive mechanism to introduce new graphical elements and to
associate them with stereotypes. It supports all three types of graphical adornments, and allows for their
exchange.

To sum it up, Rose can be used as a tool for customisation under some conditions. Because the UML
meta-model of Rose differs in some parts significantly from the OMG specification, not all the features
that the stereotypes were designed for can be achieved. Most of the desired features can be simulated by
adding a dedicated code in RoseScript, but some of them cannot. For instance the support for constraint
is very good, as it supports more than one language (as compared to for instance ArgoUML [2]). though
it is not OCL, it is not limited in any sense. Some of the attributes of tagged values may be explicitly
achieved by using properties (property sets), and some not (like for instance “virtual” references
between meta-model elements). It was found that Rose can be extended in an efficient way, and the
subsequent paragraphs provide a walk-through of how this tool can be customized to support stereo-
types for ERD modeling defined in this report. Despite there is a notion of stereotype in Rose, it is
somehow different from the UML stereotype. Rose stereotypes can only have icons and base classes,
but cannot have associated tags or constraints, therefore through the report the term stereotype refers to
the notion of stereotype in the sense of UML stereotype, not Rational Rose.
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6.5.2. Handling Stereotypes in Rose models

The stereotypes defined in this report can be added to tools to enable effective usage of “new” meta
model constructs. The set of elements that must be added to Rose environment is shown below. As
described in [10] and [20] a key in windows registry must be defined, which contains all necessary
information about the elements required by Rose stereotype. Additionally, another registry key is
added, which act as an entry point for functions (implemented in RoseScript), which check the con-
straints defined within stereotypes. The main windows registry key for Rational Rose is under the
branch [HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Rational Software\Rose].

A sub-branch ([AddIns\ERD]) in the registry is added - it contains the Rose stereotype details, such
as Rose property definition file and Rose stereotype definition file. The name “ERD” has been is a
name that has been chosen to designate the profile specified in this report. Further additional sub-keys
that define the profile in a sense of Rose extension (add-in) are added under this branch. They are as
follows: 

The “Active” sub-key designates that the profile is active at the start of the tool. In the case of ERD
example, it should be active, because the ERD profile can be used at any stage of development. The
“Company” is a textual description for the institution that developed the profile, it is not used by tool at
any time. The “LanguageAddIn” sub-key indicates that the profile is dedicated to be used for a specific
implementation language (like C++ or Java), and if so, then some additional, language specific sub-
keys are required. In the case of ERD profile, it is independent from implementation language, and
therefore the value of this sub-key is “No”. The next sub-key specifies a stereotype definition file,
where all stereotypes that belong to the profile are defined. The format of this file is described further in
this section. “Version” indicates the version of this profile. It is used in Rose to distinguish between
multiple versions of the same profile and to resolve potential conflicts. The next sub-key (“InstallDir”)
specifies the location of the library and stereotype definition file. “ToolName” is a key, which desig-
nates what is the name of a tool which is displayed as a tag for Rose properties. This is the name under
which the tags will be grouped in the properties dialog window when the element is edited. The last
sub-key specifies the file which contains definitions of tagged values of the stereotypes (also described
later).

The set of stereotypes defined in the profile is located in stereotype configuration file. The file contains
such information as a base class to which the stereotype can be applied or the icon for the editor. The
detailed structure of Rose stereotype configuration file is in [20]. Below, only the required parameters
in the file are presented and described.

Key Value

Active Yes

Company Blekinge Institute of Technology

LanguageAddIn No

StereotypeCfgFile ERDStereotypes.ini

Version 1.0

InstallDir c:\\Temp

ToolName ERD

PropertyFile ERDTags.pty

Table 1: Sub-keys in Registry for Rose ERD add-in
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[General]
ConfigurationName=ERD
IsLanguageConfiguration=No

[Stereotyped Items]
Class:ERD Entity
Association:ERD Relationship
Attribute:ERD Property

[Class:ERD Entity]
Item=Class
Stereotype=ERD Entity
Metafile=&/ERDEntity.wmf

[Association:ERD Relationship]
Item=Association
Stereotype=ERD Relationship

[Attribute:ERD Property]
Item=Attribute
Stereotype=ERD Property

The first category ([General]) specifies name of the stereotype and the language for which it is defined.
As the ERD profile is not defined as a language dependent profile, the values of the parameters are
“ERD” and “No” respectively. The category [Stereotyped Items] specifies each of the stereotypes. For
the sake of simplicity only the “ERD entity: stereotype is presented here. The other stereotypes follow
the same pattern. The “class” parameter in this category defines the internal name of the stereotype. For
each internal name there is a separate category which defines such elements of the stereotype as “Item”,
which is the base class to which the stereotype is applied, “Stereotype” which specifies the name of the
stereotype (used in the editor). The “Metafile” parameter defines the icon (graphical representation) of
the stereotype. 

Tagged values (Rose properties) for the UML stereotype are added as Rose property definition file,
pointed to by registry key [PropertyFile]. The structure of the property file is simple, because the
property file is only defined for one tagged value. The content of the property file is presented below.

(object Petal version 44
_written "Rose 7.1.9642.27"
charSet 0)

(list Attribute_Set
(object Attribute

tool "ERD"
name "roseId"
value "753117540"

)
(object Attribute

tool "ERD"
name "propertyId"
value "809135989"

)

#
# ERD Property Properties
#

(object Attribute
tool "ERD"
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name "default__Attribute"
value (list Attribute_Set

(object Attribute
tool "ERD"
name "isCompound"
value FALSE

)
)

)
)

The details of the implementation of property files are in the technical documentation of Rose. The part
which is interested for this report is the section which defines the tagged values for the “ERD property”
stereotyped class attribute (section “object Attribute” with name parameter “default_Atribute”). The
definition of a new tagged value consist of its name - “isCompound”, the default value - “FALSE” and
the name of the dialog window to which this Rose property belongs - “tool ERD”.

The main part of the stereotype definition is the implementation of constraints, which can be automati-
cally checked by Rose editor. The constraints presented previously are translated to RoseScript, which
is used in this example. The implementation presented in appendix A reflects the OCL constraints pre-
sented in section 6.4.. The differences between the OCL specification and their RoseScript implementa-
tion come from the difference of the UML meta-model incorporated in Rational Rose and OMG
specification.

Finally, the event which starts the checks of constraints must be defined. The solution chosen in this
report is to add a new menu item under the tools menu, which will generate the event. To enable this,
Rose menu file needs to be altered. The file is named “rose.mnu” and is located in the Rose installation
folder. Adding the new menu item is an additional definition of menu item in the menu file. The addi-
tional part of the Rose menu file for ERD profile is presented below:

Menu ERD
{ option "Check ERD Constraints"

{
RoseScript $SCRIPT_PATH\ERDConstraints.ebs }

}

The specification of the event is composed of two parts. The first is the name of the event (RoseScript)
and the second is the name of the script (“ERDConstraints.ebs” in this case).

6.5.3. Integration with Rose Data Modeler

Rational Rose 2000i has an integrated solution for database modeling - Rose Data Modeler [19]. It is an
extension to standard UML with a set of stereotypes for modeling databases. The set of stereotypes con-
sist of both stereotypes for logical and physical database modeling. However, there is only one stereo-
type which is used for logical database modeling - “entity”, which is defined for UML classes. It does
not have a dedicated graphical representation and is only used for the transformation from logical to
physical database model. On the contrary, Data Modeler introduces a rich set of stereotypes for physical
database modeling and a set of transformations from logical to physical data model and from physical
data model to implementation in SQL (for details please refer to [19]).

This solution does not solve the problem identified in section 2, with using UML standard elements for
database modeling. Therefore, solution presented in this report is complementary to Data Modeler and
can truly integrate with the Rose extension. Therefore, to be able to practically integrate the solutions
only one transformation is required, which converts classes stereotyped “ERD Entity” to classes stereo-
typed “entity”. However, because changing the stereotype breaks well-formedness rules of the exten-
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sion (from ERD profile), it cannot be done permanently. The change should be reverted just after the
physical database model is derived from the logical model. 

Mapping of the ERD profile to the Rose Data Modeler profile (logical stereotypes) is presented in table
below:

As it is shown in table 2, the only element that must be mapped into element from the Data Modeler
profile is the ERD entity. As the Data Modeler profile does not define stereotypes for associations, class
attributes and association ends, these map to the standard UML model elements. So, to be able to effec-
tively integrate the two solutions, before the transformation from logical database design to physical
database design, only one stereotype can be change, and the rest can be the same. The transformation
mechanism (logical to physical) of Data Modeler simply ignores stereotypes for elements other than
ERD entity. The only constraint that is checked by the mechanism is whether the class stereotyped
“entity” is “persistent”. This is also one of the constraints from ERD profile (constraint ERD_h).
Because the Data Modeler solution is less strict on the stereotyped elements (logic part), then every
model, which satisfies constraints of ERD profile also satisfies constraints of Data Modeler and can be
converted to the physical database model according to the Data Modeler transformation rules.

Although UML itself can be used for database modeling (as presented in [6]), some extensions to the
standard modeling elements should be introduced for more effective usage of the language. Integration
of the solution presented in this report with a solution provided as part of Rational Rose fills this gap.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this report the way in which stereotypes can contribute to software development process was out-
lined. It was followed by a classification of typical uses of stereotypes and suggesting a systematic way
in which stereotypes can be introduced into the development process. However to benefit fully from
stereotypes and to make stereotypes a “real tool” several issues should be address and worked out. The
most important seems to be a proper language for defining stereotypes. The language which is both
convenient – easy to use and easy to interpret by UML tools, and expressive – enabling to customize
UML for a variety of application areas. This should be accompanied by appropriate support for the lan-
guage in existing UML tools.

The identified classes of stereotypes based on their usage in software development process have also an
influence on the stereotype-based model transformations and the way in which such transformations are
defined and implemented. This problem is only identified in this report, and is a subject to the current
research. It was found also that effective usage of stereotypes must be associated by definitions of such
transformations. Examples of which were also presented in the report.

The properties of a sample tool - Rational Rose were examined in the context of requirements drawn
from the definition of stereotype and its intended use. It was found that although not all requirements
are fulfilled, the Rational Extension Interface allows to customize the tool and take advantage of stere-

ERD profile element Rose Data Modeler element

ERD Entity entity (stereotyped class)

ERD Relationship UML association

ERD Property UML class attribute

ERD Relationshi-
pEnd

UML AssociationEnd

Table 2: Mapping between ERD profile and Rose Data Modeler (logic part)
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otypes in software development process. A sample profile for logical database modeling defined in the
report was also evaluated against the existing solution from Rational Rose - Rose Data Modeler and it
was found that the solutions can be integrated and together provide a better extension for database mod-
elers.

Although it was proved that UML tools can be customized for using stereotypes even if some of the
required features are not present, there is a need to develop a method of how to include the stereotypes
in a tool independent way. This method must be based on OMG specification of UML and be using
open standards. Further research in such a method is currently in progress.

Introduction and usage of stereotypes in software development based on UML improves such quality
aspects as reusability of software and maintenance. The transformations presented in this report, espe-
cially transformations for model simplifying stereotypes improve readability of models and maintaina-
bility of them. A huge advantage of stereotypes as an extension mechanism for UML is that as opposed
to the meta-modeling techniques, there is no danger of making the UML meta-model inconsistent. The
extensions are designed in such a way, that they only complement the existing elements, but cannot
influence them in any way [7], whereas meta-modeling can break consistency rules of UML meta-
model thus making it inconsistent and possibly useless.
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9. APPENDIX A - IMPLEMENTATION OF CONSTRAINTS

In this appendix, the complete source code for implementation of the constraints defined within the
report is presented. It is divided into three sections. The first contains functions that check satisfaction
of the constraints (ERD_x), the second contains auxiliary functions and global definitions (for presenta-
tion of the results of checks) and the third contains the main functions that control the process of check-
ing. It is preceded by a short discussion on differences between UML meta-model in Rose and OMG
specification. It accommodates the parts, which have influence on the report.

9.1. Incompatibility of UML meta-models in Rose and OMG UML 1.4 specification

The meta-model of UML defined as part of Rational Rose 2000i does not reflect fully the OMG 1.4 (or
even 1.3) specification. Though it does not have big influence on the developer who uses the tool, it has
an overwhelming impact on developers of Rose extensions. The main problem is that with different
meta-models, the constraints specified for stereotypes may differ significantly in places, where meta-
models differ. It is a case in the implementation of constraints for the set of stereotypes defined in this
report. The differences are summarized in table 3. Due to the consistency of the profile when the feature

is not supported by Rose, then it is assumed that the constraints defined for this feature are satisfied. In
other case the well-formedness rules defined for the profile would never be satisfied.

The main difference that influences the constraints is that Rose meta-model does not support a notion of
AssociationEnd meta-class. It is superseded by the notion of Role, which does not have the same meta-
attributes and is supposed to server slightly different purposes.

9.2. Constraint functions

Public Function ERD_A(ByVal theClass As Class) As Boolean
ERD_A = (theClass.Operations.Count = 0)

End Function

Public Function ERD_B(ByVal theClass As Class) As Boolean
' auxiliary local variables
Dim i As Integer
Dim bResult As Boolean
Dim theRole As Role
Dim assocColl As AssociationCollection

Constraint Difference

ERD_g Rose does not defined the “isActive” property of a class. It assumes that all classes 
can be active

ERD_k Rose supports only binary associations

ERD_m Rose does not support stereotypes for association ends

ERD_n Rose defines association classes in different way than classes connected by associ-
ations

ERD_o Rose does not support ordering - assumption is that the instances are ordered

ERD_s Rose does not support changeability of association ends

Table 3: Differences in implementation of constraints
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ERD_B = True

If theClass.Stereotype = "ERD Entity" Then
Set assocColl = theClass.GetAssociations()
If assocColl.Count > 0 Then

For i = 1 To assocColl.Count
Set theRole = assocColl.GetAt(i).GetCorrespondingRole(theClass)
bResult = (theRole.Class.Stereotype = "ERD Entity")

Set theRole = assocColl.GetAt(i).GetOtherRole(theClass)
bResult = bResult And _

(theRole.Class.Stereotype = "ERD Entity")

If Not bResult Then
ERD_B = False

End If
Next i

End If
End If

End Function

Public Function ERD_C(ByVal theClass As Class) As Boolean
' auxiliary local variables
Dim i As Integer
Dim bResult As Boolean
Dim assocColl As AssociationCollection

ERD_C = True

If theClass.Stereotype = "ERD Entity" Then
Set assocColl = theClass.GetAssociations()

For i = 1 To assocColl.Count
bResult = (assocColl.GetAt(i).Stereotype = "ERD Relationship")
If Not bResult Then

ERD_C = False
End If

Next i

End If
End Function

Public Function ERD_D(ByVal theClass As Class) As Boolean
' auxiliary local variable
Dim i As Integer

ERD_D = True

If theClass.Stereotype = "ERD Entity" Then
For i = 1 To theClass.Attributes.Count

If Not (theClass.Attributes.GetAt(i).Stereotype = _
"ERD Entity Property") Then

ERD_D = False
End If

Next i
End If

End Function

Public Function ERD_E(ByVal theClass As Class) As Boolean
ERD_E = (theClass.GetSuperclasses().Count = 0)
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End Function

Public Function ERD_F(ByVal theClass As Class) As Boolean
ERD_F = (theClass.Abstract = False)

End Function

Public Function ERD_G(ByVal theClass As Class) As Boolean
' Rose 2000i does not support "isActive" property of a class
ERD_G = (True)

End Function

Public Function ERD_H(ByVal theClass As Class) As Boolean
ERD_H = (theClass.Persistence = True)

End Function

Public Function ERD_I(ByVal theAttribute As Attribute) As Boolean
ERD_I = (theAttribute.InitValue = "" And _

theAttribute.Type = "" And _
theAttribute.ExportControl.Name = "PublicAccess")

End Function

Public Function ERD_J(ByVal theAttribute As Attribute) As Boolean
ERD_J = (theAttribute.ParentClass.Stereotype = "ERD Entity")

End Function

Public Function ERD_K(ByVal theRelationship As Association) As Boolean
ERD_K = (true)

End Function

Public Function ERD_L(ByVal theRelationship As Association) As Boolean
ERD_L = (theRelationship.Role1.Class.Stereotype = "ERD Entity" And _

theRelationship.Role2.Class.Stereotype = "ERD Entity")
End Function

Public Function ERD_M(ByVal theRelationship As Association) As Boolean
' Rose 2000i does not support stereotypes for association ends
ERD_M = (true)

End Function

Public Function ERD_N(ByVal theRelationship As Association) As Boolean
' Rose 2000i does not support association classes as participants in
' associations
ERD_N = (true)

End Function

Public Function ERD_O(ByVal theRelationshipEnd As Role) As Boolean
' Rose 2000i does not support the ordering property of an
' association end
ERD_O = (True)

End Function

Public Function ERD_P(ByVal theRelationshipEnd As Role) As Boolean
ERD_P = (theRelationshipEnd.Aggregate = False And _

theRelationshipEnd.Containment.Name = "Unspecified")
End Function

Public Function ERD_Q(ByVal theRelationshipEnd As Role) As Boolean
ERD_Q = (theRelationshipEnd.Static = False)

End Function

Public Function ERD_R(ByVal theRelationshipEnd As Role) As Boolean
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ERD_R = (theRelationshipEnd.ExportControl.Name = "PublicAccess")
End Function

Public Function ERD_S(ByVal theRelationshipEnd As Role) As Boolean
' Rose 2000i does not support changeability of
' attributes and association ends
ERD_S = (True)

End Function

Public Function ERD_T(ByVal theRelationshipEnd As Role) As Boolean
ERD_T = (theRelationshipEnd.Keys.Count = 0)

End Function

Public Function ERD_U(ByVal theRelationshipEnd As Role) As Boolean
ERD_U = (theRelationshipEnd.Cardinality = "1" Or _

theRelationshipEnd.Cardinality = "0..1" Or _
theRelationshipEnd.Cardinality = "1..n")

End Function

9.3. Auxiliary functions

' global variables for results output dialog window
Dim ListBox1() As String
Dim currDim As Integer
Dim LBIndex As Integer

' definition of results output window format
Begin Dialog CERDlg ,,256,144,"Constraint Evaluation"

OKButton 204,4,40,14
ListBox 4,4,188,136,ListBox1,.ListBox1

End Dialog

' auxiliary procedure adding a message to the result
' output window
Private Sub addString(ByRef dlg As CERDlg, stri As String)

ReDim Preserve ListBox1(currDim + 1)
currDim = currDim + 1

ListBox1$(LBIndex) = stri
LBIndex = LBIndex + 1

End Sub

9.4. Control functions

Private Function checkClass(ByVal theClass As Class, _
ByRef dlg As CERDlg) As Boolean

' auxiliary local variables
Dim result As Boolean
Dim tempResult As Boolean
Dim resultStr As String
Dim i As Integer

' a list of all attributes of this class
Dim theAttr As AttributeCollection

Set theAttr = theClass.Attributes

' adding the class name to the output list (in the output dialog window)
addString dlg, theClass.Name
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' evaluating the constraint
result = ERD_A(theClass)
' creating the message to be displayed as an output
resultStr = "a: " & result
' adding the message to the output dialog box list
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_B(theClass)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "b: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_C(theClass)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "c: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_D(theClass)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "d: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_E(theClass)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "e: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_F(theClass)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "f: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_G(theClass)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "g: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_H(theClass)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "h: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

' evaluating the constraints for every attribute of the class
For i = 1 To theAttr.Count

tempResult = ERD_I(theAttr.GetAt(i))
result = result And tempResult

resultStr = "i (" & theAttr.GetAt(i).Name & "): " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_J(theAttr.GetAt(i))
result = result And tempResult

resultStr = "j (" & theAttr.GetAt(i).Name & "): " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

Next i

checkClass = result
End Function
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' function which checks constraint satisfaction for a single association
' and for all its association ends (Rose Roles)
Private Function checkAssoc(ByVal theAssoc As Association, dlg As CERDlg) As

Boolean

' auxiliary local variables
Dim result As Boolean
Dim tempResult As Boolean
Dim resultStr As String

' adding name of the current association to the output list
' (in the output dialog box)
addString dlg, theAssoc.Name
' evaluating the constraint
tempResult = ERD_K(theAssoc)
' evaluating the result for all constraints for this association

result = tempResult
' constructing output string
resultStr = "k: " & tempResult
' adding string to the output list
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_L(theAssoc)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "l: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr
tempResult = ERD_M(theAssoc)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "m: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_N(theAssoc)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "n: " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

' evaluating the constraints for each association end
' in this association
tempResult = ERD_O(theAssoc.Role1)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "o " & theAssoc.Role1.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_O(theAssoc.Role2)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "o " & theAssoc.Role2.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_P(theAssoc.Role1)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "p " & theAssoc.Role1.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_P(theAssoc.Role2)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "p " & theAssoc.Role2.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_Q(theAssoc.Role1)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "q " & theAssoc.Role1.Name & ": " & tempResult
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addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_Q(theAssoc.Role2)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "q " & theAssoc.Role2.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_R(theAssoc.Role1)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "r " & theAssoc.Role1.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_R(theAssoc.Role2)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "r " & theAssoc.Role2.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_S(theAssoc.Role1)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "s " & theAssoc.Role1.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_S(theAssoc.Role2)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "s " & theAssoc.Role2.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_T(theAssoc.Role1)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "t " & theAssoc.Role1.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_T(theAssoc.Role2)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "t " & theAssoc.Role2.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_U(theAssoc.Role1)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "u " & theAssoc.Role1.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

tempResult = ERD_U(theAssoc.Role2)
result = result And tempResult
resultStr = "u " & theAssoc.Role2.Name & ": " & tempResult
addString dlg, resultStr

checkAssoc = result
End Function

' main subroutine, that triggers all checks
Sub main

' declaration of a dialog window which will present the results
Dim dlg As CERDlg

' collections of all classes and associations in the current model
Dim theClasses As ClassCollection
Dim theAssocs As AssociationCollection

' auxiliary variables to store satisfaction checking results
Dim classResult As Boolean
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Dim assocResult As Boolean

' auxiliary index
Dim i As Integer

' global index of results list in dialog
LBIndex = 0

' global size of results list in dialog
currDim = 0

Set theClasses = RoseApp.CurrentModel.GetAllClasses()
Set theAssocs = RoseApp.CurrentModel.GetAllAssociations()

' checking constraints for every class stereotyped "ERD Entity"
For i = 1 To theClasses.Count

If theClasses.GetAt(i).Stereotype = "ERD Entity" Then
classResult = checkClass(theClasses.GetAt(i), dlg)

End If
Next i

' checking constraints for every class stereotyped "ERD Relationship"
For i = 1 To theAssocs.Count

If theAssocs.GetAt(i).Stereotype = "ERD Relationship" Then
assocResult = checkAssoc(theAssocs.GetAt(i),dlg)

End If
Next i

' displaying the results
Dialog dlg

End Sub
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